A new catheter for tumor-targeting with radioactive microspheres in representative hepatic artery systems--part II: solid tumor-targeting in a patient-inspired hepatic artery system.
In this second part, the methodology for optimal tumor-targeting is further explored, employing a patient-inspired hepatic artery system which differs significantly from the idealized configuration discussed in Part I. Furthermore, the fluid dynamics of a microsphere supply apparatus is also analyzed. The best radial catheter positions and particle-release intervals for tumor targeting were determined for both the idealized and patient-inspired configurations. This was accomplished by numerically analyzing generated particle release maps (PRMs) for ten equally spaced intervals throughout the pulse. As in Part I, the effects of introducing a catheter were also investigated. In addition to the determination of micro-catheter positioning and, hence, optimal microsphere release, a microsphere-supply apparatus (MSA) was analyzed, which transports the particles to the catheter-nozzle, considering different axial particle injection functions, i.e., step, ramp, and S-curve. A refined targeting methodology was developed which demonstrates how the optimal injection region and interval can be determined with the presence of a catheter for any geometric configuration. Additionally, the less abrupt injection functions (i.e., ramp and S-curve) were shown to provide a more compact particle stream, making them better choices for targeting. The results of this study aid in designing the smart micro-catheter (SMC) in conjunction with the MSA, bringing this innovative treatment procedure one step closer to implementation in clinical practice.